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Welcome to the latest edition of TMT Tax Talks, the latest tax updates bespoke to the Technology, Media &
Telecommunications industry, with a key focus on:

• Irish Tax Updates
• Global Tax Updates
• Events & Industry News

There certainly has been some key developments for those operating in the TMT space since our last edition. From a
domestic perspective, the Finance Bill was signed into law on 15 December 2022. In particular, Finance Act 2022 saw
changes to our R&D tax credit regime and also the introduction of reporting requirements for certain platform
operators in the form of DAC7, we will discuss these in more detail during the course of this update.

From a US perspective, President Biden released his FY24 Budget Plan and Green Book while UK Chancellor of the
Exchequer, Jeremy Hunt, has announced his UK Spring Budget 2023. Another interesting development in the period
has been the announcement by Romania of its early adoption of the public Country by Country Reporting rules
applicable for the first financial year beginning after 1 January 2023.

On a global front, there continues to be developments in relation to Pillar One and Pillar Two. On 20 December
2022, the OECD released its public consultation document on the GloBE Information Return. On that same date the
OECD also released guidance on Safe Harbours and Penalty Relief (Pillar Two) and a public consultation document on
tax certainty. February 2023 brought the publication of a package of technical and administrative guidance
(“administrative guidance”). A number of jurisdictions have also made Pillar Two related announcements, issued
draft legislation or kicked off a public consultation process and in that vein the Irish Department of Finance
published its Pillar Two – Implementation Feedback Statement.

This edition details the above, together with a spotlight on Pillar II from a practical perspective, with some points on
how tax departments can prepare for Pillar II updates.

If you have any questions relating to the topics discussed, please reach out to myself or one of the team.

Louise Kelly
Partner, International Tax
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Irish Updates

Overview

Finance Act 2022 saw the proactive introduction 
of various changes to the R&D Tax Credit scheme 
designed to keep it relevant, beneficial and 
compliant in light of upcoming Pillar II 
requirements & US foreign tax credit rules. The 
fact that Ireland R&D tax credit regime qualifies 
under both regimes provides an ideal opportunity 
for the Irish arm of any US multinational to be 
able to demonstrate real value in investing in 
additional R&D headcount in Ireland, as other 
regimes internationally will potentially see the 
entire benefit of their credits eroded due to 
additional US tax.

The main changes are as follows:

Decoupled from Corporation Tax – prior 
to the 2022 Finance Act, companies 
utilised the credit to offset their CT 
liability, then against prior year CT and 
lastly could elect to have any excess paid 
in cash instalments. This has been 
changed to a new three-year cash 
repayment system, with the option to 
offset against any other tax liabilities.

No upper limit on cash repayments – the existing 
cap on cash repayments (related to payroll related 
taxes or previous CT payments) is removed.

New three-year repayment system – the credit will 
be payable over three years:
• 1st instalment, in year one, is the greater of €25k 

or 50% of the amount of the R&D tax credit.
• 2nd instalment, in year two, is three-fifths of the 

remaining balance of the R&D tax credit.
• 3rd instalment, in year three, is the remaining 

balance of the credit, i.e. the tax credit claimed, 
less the first and second instalment amounts.

Default cash repayment – companies will receive the 
R&D tax credit as cash repayments in the three fixed 
instalments, or can elect that any part of each 
instalment be offset against other tax liabilities.
• If a company elects to offset the credit against 

their corporation tax liability for the year of the 
tax credit claim, this is limited to the 50% (or 
€25k); i.e. the first payable instalment.

• The impact of the R&D tax credit claim on 
preliminary tax payment requirements should be 
considered.

• The changes can have a negative cash flow effect 
if your R&D tax credit was previously fully offset 
against CT.

One year transitional period – companies can choose 
to claim the tax credit under the previous repayment 
regime or new regime for accounting periods starting 
between 1 January 2022 and 31 December 2022. The 
new regime is effective for all taxpayers for accounting 
periods starting on or after 1 January 2023 (with no 
option to claim under the previous payment regime).

• Irish subsidiaries of US headquartered companies 
should consider whether to follow the new regime in 
FY22 to be compliant with US Foreign Tax Credit 
Regulations. The specific circumstances should be 
reviewed to ensure that this is the most appropriate 
approach for FY22 given the tax position in both 
countries.

• If taxpayers follow the new regime in FY22 then the 
impact of doing so on preliminary tax obligations for 
FY22 and FY23 should be considered. In particular, if 
the expected payments were calculated on the basis 
of all anticipated FY22 tax credits being offset against 
FY22 CT liabilities.

Good News for Start-ups - the new regime now allows 
all pre-trading R&D expenditure, claimed in the year in 
which they begin to trade, to be monetised rather than 
only be offset against future CT liabilities.

R&D Tax Credit - Legislation Update
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R&D Tax Credit – Hot Topics

Post Covid, we are seeing a significant increase in Revenue interventions. The R&D Tax Credit has 
been in existence since 2004 and the nature of such interventions have changed significantly, with 
ever increasing complexity and higher expectations. Specific to the TMT sector there are some key 
points to note:

Time recording: While timesheets are not a requirement, there is an expectation that 
time of individuals on qualifying R&D is accurately identified, recorded and supported. 
There is an increased expectation that this is undertaken in a timely manner and has an 
appropriate level of governance and compliance associated with it. Careful 
consideration should be given to this topic and improvements quickly introduced if you 
have concerns over supporting or evidencing the time apportionments of your 
employee payroll costs.

Claim Governance: As is evident by Revenue’s suggested file layout and our own 
observations at audit, having well defined and documented processes and governance 
in place, around both Technical and Financial aspects of claims, is important in 
defending their robustness. The existence of such governance is essentially the thread 
that brings together and links all aspects of a claim from contemporaneous technical 
documentation, eligibility assessments and staff time, to, payroll systems, expenditure 
reporting, apportionments and overall review and sign-off.

Please reach out to our Gi3 Partner Cathal Noone (cnoone@deloitte.ie) or your regular contact if 
you would like to discuss any of the above topics in greater detail.

Irish Updates

mailto:cnoone@deloitte.ie
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Platform Reporting by platform operators
EU DAC7
DAC7 was legislated in Ireland initially in Finance Act 2021 but its enactment was made subject to a commencement order. The legislation underpinning DAC7 has now 
been repealed and replaced with a new, rewritten section in Finance Act 2022. The new legislation came into force on 1 January 2023 with the first reporting by 31 
January 2024. Accompanying regulations have also been published however, Irish Revenue guidance is expected to be published in April 2023. The contents of the new 
section effectively mirror the old section but with further details on enforcement actions and tax authority powers now included.

The legislation effectively requires digital platform operators to collect and report information on the income realised by EU sellers offering certain services or for EU 
based immoveable property for platform operators relating to accommodation. Revisions to the domestic DAC7 rules in Finance Act 2022 enhance the enforcement 
actions which may be taken against reportable sellers who do not provide the relevant information required for the platform operator to comply with their reporting 
obligations. Where a reportable seller does not provide the information as requested by the platform operator, the revised domestic provisions allow the platform 
operator to withhold consideration payable to the seller and to prevent the seller from connecting with users (including closing the sellers account).

Some considerations for companies in relation to the increased reporting requirements:
• Does the company already collect the necessary data? If not, what changes to the systems are required to collect such data?
• What processes will need to be put in place to validate the data during the reporting period?
• Are any amendments to the terms and conditions required?
• What system changes will be required to ensure that the necessary data can be reported to tax authorities?
• Will any changes to the business model be required?
• What additional supports may be needed for the company’s customers given that the reportable data must be shared with the customers in advance of such 

reporting (e.g. FAQs, call centre support)?

OECD Model Reporting Rules
The OECD also published its “Model Rules for Reporting by Platform Operators with respect to Sellers in the Sharing and Gig Economy”. Finance Act 2022 also facilitates 
the transposition of OECD Model Rules for reporting by digital platform operators. However, these are subject to a Ministerial commencement order.

These rules extend reporting to certain non-EU resident sellers. The recent legislation provides for the necessary reporting of certain information to Irish Revenue by 
Reporting Platform Operators and broadly applies the OECD Model Rules to capture reporting of Sellers resident in a “Reportable Jurisdiction”, being one in which Ireland 
has a Double Taxation Agreement that provides for the automatic exchange of information between the Competent Authorities.

Irish Updates
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VAT – Irish Updates

CJEU’s judgment in Fenix International

On 28 February 2023, the CJEU ruled against Fenix International, which operates the OnlyFans platform.

The taxpayer unsuccessfully challenged the validity of a deeming provision under Article 9a of the Implementing 
Regulation which provides that electronically supplied services delivered through an online platform are deemed 
to be supplied by the platform itself.

The decision confirms the validity of Article 9a and will be of relevant to many businesses operating in the TMT 
sector.

Irish Updates
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Irish Updates
Employment Tax Updates

2022 Employer Share Scheme Reporting

There are several annual reporting obligations for employers who operate 
share schemes for their employees which are due by 31 March following year 
end. 

The Irish 2023 Budget signalled an intention by the Revenue to focus on Pay-
As-You-Earn (PAYE) compliance with a continuing emphasis on share schemes. 
We are continuing to see evidence of this in practice with Revenue actively 
reviewing Share Scheme Reporting Forms and raising enquiries where there 
are discrepancies between the Forms and information reported via PAYE 
and/or employees personal tax reporting. It is therefore more important than 
ever that employer Share Scheme Reporting is completed accurately and on a 
timely basis.

Please reach out to your regular contact if you would like to discuss the above 
topics in greater detail.

Employer Payroll Reporting Changes in 2023

Several changes come into effect from 1 January 2023 that will impact 
employers. Such changes include:

• Increases in tax credits and standard rate cut off points for income 
tax purposes and increases in standard rate cut off points for USC 
purposes. Employers should ensure that they are using the most up 
to date RPN to take account of these changes.

• Changes to the calculation of benefit in kind (BIK) on company cars, 
with the BIK being calculated with reference to CO2 emissions. 
These changes will take effect for 2023 and subsequent years. It 
should be noted that the new rules will apply to all cars (including 
electric vehicles), whether the car is acquired in 2023 or was made 
available to employees in earlier years of assessment. From 2023 
onwards, the BIK cash equivalent on the use of an employer 
provided car will be determined based on both the business mileage 
undertaken and the vehicle’s CO2 emissions.

• For the year of assessment 2023 and onwards the cash equivalent 
for vans will increase from 5% to 8% of the Original Market Value 
(OMV).
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Global Updates

Pillar One
On 8 December 2022, the OECD released a document for public consultation on Pillar One – Amount B, which 
outlined a new process for pricing baseline distribution activities. The consultation closed on 25 January 2023, 
with the OCED aiming to release the final deliverable later this year. The rules are intended to come into effect 
at the start of 2024.

The OECD released a document for public consultation on 20 December 2022 regarding Pillar One – Amount A
this includes draft provisions for a multilateral convention (MLC) on the removal of digital services taxes (DSTs) 
and other similar measures. 

The MLC will align the introduction of Amount A with the removal of all DSTs and other relevant similar 
measures listed in Annex A of the report. Countries who do not withdraw their existing DST’s or similar 
measures could then be excluded from receiving Amount A allocations of taxable profits.

DST’s and or relevant similar measures are defined as a tax that meets the following conditions:

• The application of the tax is determined by reference to the location of customers or users;

• The tax is applicable in practice "exclusively or almost exclusively" to non-residents or foreign-owned 
businesses as a result of revenue thresholds, exemptions for businesses subject to domestic corporate 
tax, or other restrictions of scope; and

• The tax is not treated as an income tax under domestic law.

These rules are intended to come into effect from 2024, in line with the implementation of Amount A. 

Update on Pillar One 
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Global Updates

Update on Pillar Two
Pillar Two Adoption
On 15 December 2022, following an announcement on the political agreement to implement Pillar Two, the EU Council formally adopted the Pillar Two directive. The 
directive ensures a global minimum level of taxation for multinational enterprise groups and large-scale domestic groups in the Union.

The Directive entered into force on 23 December 2022 following its publication in the Official Journal of the European Union on 22 December 2022. EU Member 
States must transpose the Directive into domestic laws by 31 December 2023. The Income Inclusion Rule (IIR) will take effect in 2024 and the Undertaxed Profits 
Rule (UTPR) in 2025.

The Minister for Finance Michael McGrath launched a Feedback Statement on the transposition of the Pillar Two Directive on Friday 31 March 2023. This Feedback 
Statement builds on the May 2022 public consultation and includes possible draft legislative approaches to key elements of the GloBE rules and possible approaches 
that could be taken in respect of the Qualified Domestic Top-up Tax (QDTT). It also includes administrative requirements such as registration, self-assessment, filing of 
returns, payments and record-keeping. The consultation period will run until Monday 8 May.

The proposed Irish legislation will likely be included in the Finance Bill of 2023.

GloBE Information Return
On 20 December 2022, the OECD released its public consultation document on the GloBE Information Return which remained open for comments until 3 February 
2023. The OECD is currently working on developing a standardized information return, recognizing the need to strike a balance between providing tax authorities 
with adequate information and the potential administrative burdens for businesses. To date, the OECD have focused on identifying a comprehensive set of data points 
that are necessary for a group to calculate the additional top-up tax liability under the OECD model rules, including:

• General information about the group (determined by consolidated financial statements) and filing entity
• Corporate structure
• Effective tax rate (ETR) computation and top-up tax computation
• Top-up tax allocation and attribution

The filing deadline for the information return is 15 months after the year end and is extended to 18 months for the first year in which a group is in scope. Therefore, 
for companies with a 31 December 2024 year-end, the first filing deadline should be 30 June 2026. 

https://www.gov.ie/en/consultation/a0d43-pillar-two-implementation-feedback-statement/
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Global Updates

Update on Pillar Two

Safe Harbors - Transitional country-by-country (CbC) Reporting Safe Harbor
After the public consultation and requests for safe harbor rules from different parties, the OECD has introduced transitional safe harbor rules. Should these rules be 
applicable, subjecting to satisfying the requirements on an annual basis they may apply up to the year starting on or before 31st December 2026. The transitional 
safe harbor utilizes information from a business’s “qualified” country-by-country (CbC) report and/or financial statements to evaluate whether their operations in a 
particular country satisfy any of the three tests:

Where the transitional safe harbor applies, and any of these tests are satisfied, the top-up tax for that country will be zero. It is important to note that these are a 
once out always out test, so if you do not meet any of the above safe harbours in the first year you cannot rely on same in subsequent years. These safe harbours 
are required to be tested year on year to ensure that the tests continue to be met.

Potential Permanent Safe Harbors: Simplified Calculations 
In addition to the transitional safe harbors as outlined above, the OECD has outlined a plan for the future development of long-term safe harbors, known as 
"simplified calculations safe harbors". It is anticipated that these long-term safe harbors aim to reduce the number of computations and adjustments that a 
business will need to make under the Pillar Two rules. The OECD Inclusive Framework are also considering a safe harbour for businesses which prepare a qualified 
domestic minimum top-up tax calculation under local rules. Again it remains to be seen if permanent safe harbours will be adopted. 

De minimis test
The business reports total revenues of less 

than EUR 10 million and profit before 
income tax of less than EUR 1 million on its 

CbC report for a country.

Routine profits test
The business has a “simplified ETR” for a 

country that is equal to or greater than the 
“transition rate” for the year. The transition 

rate is 15% for 2023 & 2024, increasing to 16% 
and then 17% in 2025 & 2026 respectively.

Effective tax rate test
The business’s profit before income tax in a 

country is equal to or less than the 
“substance-based income exclusion 

amount” (as calculated under the OECD 
model rules).
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Global Updates

Update on Pillar Two
Pillar Two Technical Guidance for Implementation
The OECD released technical guidance in early February on the implementation of the global minimum tax, in the form of the Agreed Administrative Guidance
(AAG) for the Pillar Two GloBE Rules. The purpose of this guidance, which includes general guidance on the scope, operation and transitional elements of the rules,
will ensure co-ordinated outcomes and greater certainty for businesses ahead of the 2024 implementation of the Pillar Two rules and will allow members of the
Inclusive Framework to implement their domestic legislation in a globally co-ordinated manner. The items addressed in the guidance include:

• When calculating an ETR for Pillar 2 purposes, any CFC taxes paid by a parent company on behalf of its subsidiary's profits are assigned to the subsidiary. This 

is straightforward if the CFC taxes are calculated on an entity-by-entity basis, but if calculated on a worldwide basis, such as the US GILTI, issues arise. The AAG 

explains that GILTI is a blended CFC tax for Pillar 2 purposes and suggests an interim method based on a predetermined formula allocating GILTI taxes 

between countries.

• A lot of discussion revolves around the rules governing asset transfers (such as intellectual property) that took place after November 30, 2021, but before
GloBE rules were implemented (the transition period). The commentary suggests that the term "transfer" should have a broad interpretation. As such, this
could include transactions such as licences and migrations of residence. On the other side, where tax is paid by the transferor on the transfer of the asset,
there may be an ability to step up the value of the asset for Pillar Two purposes in the transferee entity taking account of the tax paid by the transferor,
subject to a cap of 15%.

• When calculating an entity's GloBE income, computing the initial step involves considering the individual entity accounts that are part of the consolidated
group accounts. There have been concerns raised regarding situations where all deferred tax is calculated at consolidated level only and the potential impact
where not pushed down to the individual entity accounts. The AAG, states that such deferred tax can be pushed down to the individual entities.

• Under certain circumstances, debt that has been issued can be classified as both debt in the issuer or debtor company and equity in the creditor company.
When such debt is treated as debt in the issuer company, the interest on it may not be eligible for deduction, although it can still lower the accounting profits.
However, in the creditor company, the interest is regarded as a dividend and is accounted for as equity. The AAG has incorporated guidelines to avoid any
treatment mismatch in treatment in such situations.

A revised version of the OECD Commentary, due to be released later in the year and we expect that it will incorporate the Agreed Administrative Guidance. The
original commentary was released in March 2022. The OCED will continue to release guidance on the rules to assist with the implementation of the GloBE rules.

https://www.oecd.org/tax/beps/agreed-administrative-guidance-for-the-pillar-two-globe-rules.pdf
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Global Updates

Snapshot of domestic territory Pillar Two updates

United
Kingdom

In line with the OECD’s Pillar Two rules, HM Treasury published draft legislation and an explanatory note on 23 March 2023, in respect of the
UK’s domestic implementation of an income inclusion rule (IIR) and a qualified domestic minimum top-up tax (QDMTT). The draft legislation
was presented to the House of Commons on 23 March 2023 and is currently proceeding through parliamentary processes. Once the legislation
is enacted, the IRR and QDMTT will have effect in the UK in respect of accounting periods beginning on or after 31 December 2023. At this
point, it is expected that substantive enactment will be reached later this summer.

Ireland

On 31 March 2023, the Minister of Finance, Michael McGrath, launched a Feedback Statement regarding the transposition of the EU Minimum
Tax Directive, also known as the Pillar Two Directive. This statement is a continuation of the May 2022 public consultation that addressed broad
questions relevant to the implementation of the Pillar Two rules into Irish legislation. The previous consultation highlighted the complexity of
the directive and requested further consultation to aid companies in complying with the new requirements. This Feedback Statement presents
possible legislative approaches to key aspects of the GloBE rules and outlines potential approaches for the Qualified Domestic Top-up Tax
(QDTT) and administrative requirements such as registration, self-assessment, filing of returns, payments, and record-keeping. The
consultation period will run until 8 May 2023. Please see link to the public consultation here: https://www.gov.ie/en/consultation/a0d43-pillar-
two-implementation-feedback-statement/

Germany

On 20 March 2023, the German Ministry of Finance published a discussion draft for a law to implement the Directive that ensures minimum
global taxation for multinational groups and large domestic groups in the EU. The discussion draft is largely based on the EU Directive and
OECD publications and will apply to fiscal years beginning after 30 December 2023, with the undertaxed payment rule provisions applying to
fiscal years beginning on or after 30 December 2024.

One point to note is that the draft law provides for a safe harbour for jurisdictions where a QDMTT applies.

South Korea

The 2022 Tax Revision bill was officially passed by the Korean National Assembly officially on 23 December 2022. The introduction of a global
minimum tax regime was legislated for in the bill and included provisions for an undertaxed profits rule (UTPR), that will apply to companies
that comprise multinational groups with consolidated sales of at least EUR 750 million during two of the last four accounting periods. Notably
the UTPR rule applies for accounting periods commencing on or after 1 January 2024 as opposed to the 1 January 2025 date set out in the
OECD rules. Therefore, unless a change is made to the South Korean rules, any top-up tax for 2024 as a result of the UTPR rules would be
allocated solely to South Korea. This may attract political pressure for a change to be made to the UTPR rule in South Korea.

https://www.gov.ie/en/consultation/a0d43-pillar-two-implementation-feedback-statement/
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Global Updates

Snapshot of domestic territory Pillar Two updates

Singapore

The Singapore government announced, in the Singapore Budget 2023, that the country would implement the Pillar Two GloBE rules from 1
January 2025. Singapore will implement the minimum effective tax rate of 15% for in scope MNE groups under the Pillar Two rules. The rules
will apply to in scope businesses for financial years beginning on or after 1 January 2025. The minister of finance stated that Singapore would
continue to monitor the implementation timeline on an international level and if there were delays, Singapore would adjust its timeline
accordingly.

Hong Kong
On 22 February 2023, the Hong Kong SAR government announced that it would implement the OECD’s Pillar Two rules and a qualified domestic
minimum top-up tax (QDMTT) from 2025. This implementation timeline, similar to Singapore, is significant as it is one year later than many
other jurisdictions.

Other countries that have implemented the Model Rules or indicated their intention to implement such rules include: Jersey, Liechtenstein, Norway, Switzerland, Canada, 
Colombia, Mauritius, South Africa, Australia, New Zealand, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Thailand and United Arab Emirates.
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Recent developments, such as the acceleration of the public Country-by-Country Reporting (“CbCR”)

obligations by Romania, as well as the newly published guidance regarding Pillar II safe harbour rules,

have put increasing pressure and scrutiny on Multinational Enterprises’ (“MNEs”) CbCR obligations and

will directly affect companies’ tax compliance obligations.

The Public Country-by-Country Reporting EU directive requires multinational groups (both EU-

headquartered MNEs and non-EU-headquartered MNEs doing business in the European Union through

a subsidiary or branch) with revenues of more than €750m to publicly disclose corporate income tax

information relating to their operations in EU Member States on a country-by-country basis.

The Directive requires that Member States implement reporting no later than fiscal years commencing

on or after 22 June 2024. As such, the general expectation is that it would apply from 2024 onwards.

However, the directive has been transposed into domestic law in Romania with effect for fiscal years

commencing on or after 1 January 2023. Therefore, in scope MNCs with Romanian subsidiaries with

calendar year ends will, it appears, have to request and publish a CbC report for 2023, containing the

information required under the Directive, by 31 December 2024. This accelerates the reporting

timeline for such groups.

Further detail can be found by clicking here.

Public Country-by-Country Reporting
Global Updates

https://blogs.deloitte.ch/tax/2023/01/higher-attention-to-country-by-country-reporting-going-forward-1.html
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Updates in UK Spring Budget 2023
The UK Chancellor of the Exchequer, Jeremy Hunt, has announced his UK Spring Budget 2023. He described it as a
“budget for growth”, with a package of measures released to boost UK labour supply, encourage capital investment
and ensure the UK has a more competitive tax environment.

The main tax policy announced was the replacement of the capital allowances super-deduction with a 100% first
year allowance for qualifying plant and machinery expenditure, known as ‘full expensing’, and a 50% first-year
allowance for qualifying special rate assets. This is for three years with a view to becoming permanent and gives the
UK the joint most generous regime in Europe.

At the same time he confirmed that the rate of corporation tax will be increasing to 25% from 1 April 2023, as had
previously been announced and legislated for.

Other tax policies were also announced to incentivise innovation and investment, including plans to establish 12
new Investment Zones across the UK, reformed tax relief for certain creative industries (e.g. film, high-end TV,
animation and video games sectors) and enhanced relief for loss-making, ‘R&D intensive’ SMEs.

Please find our Budget Bulletin drafted for foreign owned businesses which sets out some of the key measures -

A Dbrief session is being held to cover the key measures which you can watch on demand here.

Analysis of the announcements here.

UK Budget 2023
Global Updates

Budget Bulletin

https://www2.deloitte.com/uk/en/pages/dbriefs-webcasts/events/16-Mar-23-uktaxfocus.html
https://taxscape.deloitte.com/uk-budget/spring-budget-2023/overview.aspx
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Updates to US Budget for FY24

On 9 March 2023, the US Treasury Department released the Green Book for FY24. While US President Biden’s FY
2024 budget plan contains many well-known ideas, including increases for corporate tax and high earners, there are
some small but important changes too, particularly for multinational businesses, and new energy proposals
associated with cryptocurrency mining.

The Treasury Department proposes a rise in the corporate tax rate from 21% to 28% in the Green Book. The Green
Book proposes that this raise in the corporate tax rate be effective for taxable years that begin on or after 1 January
2023. It also proposes to raise the Global Intangible Low-Tax Income (GILTI) rate from 10.5% to 21% as well as
include an unspecified amount of additional support for research & experimentation (R&E) expenditure.

However, perhaps the most significant proposal included in the Green Book for FY24, is the proposal to replace the
Base Erosion and Anti-Abuse Tax Rules (BEAT) with a domestic minimum top-up tax and an Under-taxed Profits Rule
(UTPR). The proposal to introduce a UTPR is an attempt to align the US foreign parented MNC rules to the OECD’s
Pillar Two rules.

At this stage, these are still only proposals as they now have to be discussed in Congress. Given the current political
landscape and the political party divided between the Senate and House of Representatives it is difficult to see that
these proposal succeed in their current form.

In a recent Deloitte Tax News & Views podcast (released on 13 March 2023), host Carrie Falkenhayn sits down with
Washington National Tax leader Jonathan Traub and Tax Policy group leader Anna Taylor to explore the budget
proposal, its tax implications, the reception by Congress, and its potential for approval.

Deloitte Tax News & Views is a tax podcast series committed to making sure companies understand the latest US tax
developments and opportunities and the potential impact on their businesses.

US Budget 2024
Global Updates

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/tax/articles/budget-plan-and-green-book-released-for-fy24-whats-inside.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/tax/topics/tax-news-and-views-podcast.html
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Global Updates

Following our overview of some of the key elements of the European Commission’s proposal on ‘VAT in the Digital Age’ in last
quarter’s edition of TMT Tax Talks, a key area of the proposal includes changes to Digital Reporting Requirements (DRRs) which
will be particularly relevant for businesses operating in the TMT sector. We have highlighted some of the high level takeaways
from the proposals below:

• The European Sales Listing (i.e., the VIES statement in Ireland) will be replaced with digital reporting requirements systems
for intra-Community transactions. The information will have to be transmitted on a transaction-by-transaction basis, and
the deadline for the transmission of the data will be 2 working days after the issuance of the invoice, or after the date the
invoice should have been issued.

• Businesses will always be allowed to issue electronic invoices according to the European standards. Furthermore,
businesses will not depend on the authorisation of the recipient anymore. The use of paper invoices will be limited to
exceptional cases authorised by the relevant Member State, making electronic invoices the default position going forward.

• The proposal establishes an almost real-time based data exchange system on the cross-border transactions and
transactions subject to the reverse charge, by reducing the current deadline to 2 days when it comes to issuing invoices.

• It will not be possible to continue issuing summary invoices for a calendar month.

• Implementing Digital Reporting Requirements for domestic transactions will remain optional for Member States, subject to
complying with certain rules.

As this is at a proposal stage, we can expect some changes to the precise rules and timeframes as this progresses.

For more information, please see article here.

VAT
EU VAT in the Digital Age – Digital Reporting Requirements

https://www.taxathand.com/article/27275/European-Union/2022/VAT-in-the-digital-age-Proposal-for-digital-reporting-requirements-and-e-invoicing
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Global Updates

Employment Taxes
Australia - Electric vehicles and fringe benefits tax
On 24 February 2023, the Australian Taxation Office (ATO) published a new Fact Sheet for Employers, detailing a
number of updates to the ATO’s guidelines around electric vehicles (EVs) and fringe benefits tax (FBT). The fact
sheet clarifies several ATO positions on previously unclear EV tax issues following their exemption from FBT under
the Treasury Laws Amendment (Electric Car Discount) Act 2022, including:

• Charging stations
• Non-business accessories
• Road user charges
• Batteries
• Items that are not car expenses

Belgium – Overview of measures adopted in December 2022 relevant for employers in 2023
Temporary reduction of employers' social security contributions
In accordance with the program law of 26 December 2022, employers are entitled to a 7.07% reduction of the
“total employer’s net basis contribution” to the social security scheme (for the first and second quarters of 2023)
and partial deferral of payment (for the third and fourth quarters of 2023).

Method of calculation of wage withholding taxes
A royal decree of 19 December 2022 (published on 30 December 2022) modifies the method of calculation of
wage withholding taxes as from 1 January 2023. Wage withholding taxes will no longer be determined based on
monthly wage withholding tax scales, but based on a formula to align more closely with the final tax liability.

https://www.ato.gov.au/law/view/document?docid=AFS/EV-FBT/00001
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Employment Taxes
Belgium (cont'd):
Guidance on changes to tax assessment and investigation periods
The tax authorities released Circular Letter 2022/C/116 (Dutch | French) on 16 December 2022 reflecting their
interpretation of the application of changes to tax assessment and investigation periods that were introduced as
from 1 April 2022 by the laws of 28 March 2022, 5 July 2022, and 20 November 2022.It is interesting to note that
an erroneous wage withholding tax return leading to a (wrongfully applied) exemption from payment of
withholding tax automatically triggers a 10% tax increase as from the first infringement made on or after 1 April
2022. A self-evaluation of the applied wage withholding tax incentives remains highly advisable, as according to
the tax authorities, 64% of audits performed in 2021 resulted in a correction being required.

Monthly home office allowance
The maximum monthly home office allowance is increased to EUR 148.73 from EUR 145.81 as from 1 January 2023
in accordance with the instruction issued by the National Social Security Office (Dutch | French). Circular Letter
2023/C/4 (Dutch | French) confirming the increase from a tax perspective was published on 4 January 2023.

Lump sum allowances for Belgian business trips
Circular Letter 2023/C/5 (Dutch I French) issued on 4 January 2023 updates the maximum amounts of the daily
subsistence allowances that may be paid by employers to their employees for business trips within Belgium. The
indexed amounts are as follows:

• Daily allowance for meal expenses: EUR 19.99 per day;
• Monthly allowance (subject to a maximum of 16 times the daily allowance for a full-time employee): EUR

319.84 per month; and
• Additional daily allowance for accommodation costs: EUR 149.99 per night of an overnight stay.

The daily allowances qualify as costs proper to the employer and are therefore exempt from personal income tax,
and partially exempt from social security contributions.
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Employment Taxes
Belgium (cont'd):
Automatic indexation
The automatic indexation of gross base salaries for employees of Joint Labour Committee (JLC) 200, representing
around 500,000 white collar workers, is 11.08% as from 1 January 2023. Employees covered by other JLCs may also
be entitled to an indexed rise depending the on their sectoral agreements. It was already foreseen that temporary
work agencies would be required to obtain the consent of their customers to benefit from the measure. The law
has now been updated to specify that with respect to remuneration paid or attributed as from 1 January 2023,
such consent must be formalized “in the manner determined by the King” (i.e., the manner is to be specified by
royal decree).

France – Measure will ease the tax compliance burden of foreign employers of cross-border
workers
France’s 2023 finance bill, enacted on December 17, 2022, simplifies the current tax compliance rules that apply to
French-source compensation paid to French tax resident individuals by foreign employers.

Since 1 January 2019, employers of French tax residents who are performing part or all of their professional
activities in France have been required to collect and remit to the French tax authorities (FTA) on a monthly basis,
the individual’s compensation taxable in France and related withholding tax (“prélèvement à la source” or PAS).

While this compliance requirement does not present any difficulty for employees affiliated with a mandatory
French social security scheme (the reporting mechanism being the same for both social security and income tax
purposes, i.e., the monthly nominative social declaration (DSN), it has raised issues for foreign employers with no
social security requirements in France (e.g., a secondment situation). Indeed, in this situation, the foreign
employer must register for tax purposes with the FTA to proceed but must use another mechanism: the PASRAU
(“passage des revenus autres”).
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Employment Taxes
France (cont'd)
As of 1 January 2023, foreign employers no longer have monthly PASRAU requirements. However, they still have to
declare to the FTA, every year at year-end, the amount of compensation taxable in France for each employee for the
relevant tax year so the FTA can compare that amount with what the individual reports in their individual income tax
return. The withholding tax will then be processed monthly via a direct debit from the taxpayer’s bank account
(“acompte contemporain” mechanism, which is already known to some cross-border workers).

Korea – 2022 tax law revisions
On December 23, 2022, the Korean National Assembly approved tax law revisions.

Applicable period for flat tax rate - Extended
Under the Tax Incentives Limitation Law, foreigners can elect a flat income tax rate as an alternative to progressive
income tax rates when calculating individual income tax liability on earned income. According to the revised legislation,
the applicable period will be extended from five (5) years to twenty (20) years.

Change in progressive income tax rates
Korean income tax brackets will change for the income earned from January 1, 2023. The tax base of the two lowest
brackets will rise from 12 million won to 14 million won for the 6% bracket and from 46 million won to 50 million won for
the 15% bracket, respectively.

Suspension of taxation on income derived from virtual assets
The income from the sale or lending of virtual assets is classified as “other income” and separately taxed from other
composite income, such as employment income, business income, financial income, etc. The applicable tax rate is 22%
(including a 10% local income tax surcharge) on income from virtual assets exceeding KRW 2.5 million.
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Employment Taxes
Korea (cont’d)

Suspension of taxation on income derived from virtual assets (cont'd)
Under the current legislation, taxation on income derived from virtual assets was supposed to be implemented in
2023, but according to the revised legislation, it will be suspended for two years until 2025.

Introduction of new aggregate taxation method on financial investment income—Suspended
The income derived from financial investment instruments, such as stocks, bonds, funds, investment contract
securities, derivatives, derivative-linked products, etc., is classified as “financial investment income” and separately
taxed from other composite income under the new aggregate taxation method.
Under the current legislation, the new aggregate taxation method on financial investment income was supposed to
be implemented in 2023, but according to the revised legislation, it will be suspended for two years until 2025.

Further details: Can be found on our tax@hand platform by clicking here.

https://myinsight.tax.deloitteonline.com/#!?leftTile=121
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Pillar II from a practical perspective, preparing tax 
departments for Pillar II updates
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Global Updates

Pillar 2 – The Practical Perspective
With the adoption of the Pillar Two rules by EU Member States on 15th December 2022, companies now need to consider
the impact that the new minimum tax rules will have on their operations. While Ireland’s current 12.5% corporate tax rate
will remain unchanged, for those in scope, where the Irish company is not the ultimate parent entity or an intermediate
parent entity the Qualifying Domestic Minimum Top-Up Tax Rule (QDMTT) is expected to apply, while in certain instances
there may also be requirement to consider the Under Tax Payment Rule (UTPR) with respect to payments to low / no taxed
jurisdictions. These are certainly complex rule sets that may impact a Groups effective tax rate ("ETR") and as such
businesses need to begin to prepare from a forecasting, budgeting, reporting and compliance perspective.

In scope companies, with an accounting year end on or after 1 January 2024, will have a due date of 30th June 2026 for their
first top up tax return. Despite this being over three years away, companies that are in scope should start to consider these
rules as soon as possible. The rules propose new substantial disclosures in accounts from as soon as 2023 and companies
should begin to assess these additional disclosures now. With this deadline being far sooner than that of the first top up tax
return, Irish companies should begin to prepare and assess. We see the starting point is an assessment of the application of
the transitional safe harbour rules to determine which countries may be scoped out of the Pillar Two rules for the first three
years, subject to the ongoing satisfaction of the relevant simplified ETR test already discussed.

Despite having some similarities and overlap with current corporate tax rules, the Pillar Two rules are a separate standalone
set of rules with over 150 data points required per constituent entity. As such, complying with the rules will require
carrying out many time consuming calculations, even with the existence of certain safe-harbour rules. Therefore, it will be
crucial for in scope businesses to understand the various data owners and stakeholders to determine what processes should
be required to complete a GLoBE return. Our clients are increasingly looking to the use of technology in their approach to
complying with the new rules as they introduce a far bigger compliance burden than that we are used to.

Finally, in scope companies should ensure that they have a work plan in place that has identified the various stakeholders,
milestones and reporting dates to ensure that there is full visibility across the organisation. Pillar Two will certainly have a
wider reaching impact than just on the tax department so it is important to start that journey now.
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Events & Industry News

Pillar Two Webinar: 3 May, register here. Please reach out to Anthony O’Halloran if any queries with respect to this event.

Transfer Pricing with Irish Revenue Event: 11 May - This session will provide insights on dispute resolution processes and a 
panel discussion on transfer pricing controversy trends in an Irish context.

Indirect Tax Academy Webinar: 17 May - VAT in the Digital Age (ViDA) initiative. Topics covered included the European 
Commission’s proposal for digital reporting, requirements, e-Invoicing, changes to the VAT treatment of the platform economy 
and the single VAT registration.

Banking & Payments Federation Ireland Event: 18 May – This session will be an opportunity to hear about the tax and 
regulatory challenges associated with international expansion in the FinTech industry.

Business Post Report: James Smyth discusses the Global Minimum EU Tax Directive

US Business in Ireland: Caroline O’Driscoll discuses US investment’s role in regional development in Ireland – see page 30

VAT Newsletter: Indirect Tax Matters Newsletter - January 2023 Edition.

Irish Tax Monitor: See link to the publication of our Finance Dublin roundtable articles which provide some detail on key tax
topics - FinanceDublin.com - Irish Tax Monitor.

Finance Dublin Yearbook 2023: See link to the publication of Deloitte in the Finance Dublin Yearbook 2023 - Finance Dublin
Yearbook 2023.

Please reach out to one of the team below or your regular contact if you would like to discuss any of these topics in greater 
detail.

Recent and Upcoming Events

https://deloitte.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_Su_A1NYDSVqwBbG_U5BhQA?mkt_tok=NzEyLUNORi0zMjYAAAGK5w4g6by7EuFkfUs0uweHgH1-xoRhU7_QsuDUr35MqMCNogc8HQej7VJVZjC565SEi4JmMVrqVcbNSFLoTvY
https://www2.deloitte.com/ie/en/pages/tax/articles/global-minimum-tax-directive-pillar-two.html
https://edition.pagesuite-professional.co.uk/html5/reader/production/default.aspx?pubname=&edid=6893c8ea-a93f-430d-a8a8-bde485553bf7
https://www2.deloitte.com/ie/en/pages/tax/articles/itm-january-2023-newsletter.html
https://www.financedublin.com/taxmonitor/
https://www.financedublin.com/yearbook/advisers/firm/deloitte
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